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We are a world leader in development and manufacturing of special glass. Depending on your application

we have the appropriate glass-type.

Our glass-types are produced according to the highest standards to

lighten your business.

Our standard glass-types are used for;

. Germicidal UV-C lamps and sleeves (PH 160),

. Black light blue lamps (PH 175),

. Automotive lamps,

. Medical photo therapy lamps (PH3l9),

. Sodium discharge lamps (PH9l0 2-ply),

. Sensors for chemical industry,

. lmage intensifiers,

. Cathode ray tubes,

. Solar energy.
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We develop and manufacture pellets for glass production. Our pellets are the best available raw materials

for glass manufacturing. Each pellet has the right composition for glass melting.

Benefits of using our pellets:

. Superior homogeneity and very low dust emission.

. Pellets are ready to use.

. Long time without quality loss.

. Pellets are available for clear & colour glass-types.

We supply pellets for optimal combination with all colour rods, bars and fritte available on the market.

Using our pellets you will have the convenient feeling of using the best possible batch and our technical

support for optimising your production.
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Philips quartz is developed and manufactured inWinschoten.Our quartz is available U- transmittance or

UV-blocked as tubing and rods.We produce our quartz according to the highest standards to lighten your

business.

Our quartz is used for;

. Halogen lamps (UV-open or block, tubes and rods),

. High lntensity Discharge lamps (e.g. Xenon),

. Germicidal UV-C medium and high pressure lamps,

. UV transparent sleeves,

. Thermocouples.

. Semiconductor equipment

. Optical Fibers
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Philips Quartz & Special Glass
H.M. Brouwerstraat I

9672 AGWinschoten
The Netherlands

T:+31 597 451 9l I

F: +3 I 597 451 265
E: sales.wi nschoten@philips.com
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